
XV Samui Villas Type A

Offered for ฿11,900,000.00
https://changesamui.com/properties/OqZiNh162Qttdm95zclv/xv-samui-villas-type-a/ 

3 bedrooms 3 bathrooms 

This is the  opportunity you have always dreamed of owning! Whether looking for a holiday home, a high returning rental investment
property, or something in between, then you need to come take advantage of this unique opportunity to own an amazing sea view villa
in a prime location just a 10 minute stroll to Chaweng beach. This new development comprises of just 15 amazing off-plan villas
that boast amazing designs that maximize the use of land & space, the nearby amenities and great views.
This development offers a collection of five 3-bedroom type-A units, each spread out over three levels. This incredible opportunity
showcases a high level of attention to detail, which is evident when you look at the thoughtful layout with basement parking and internal
stairs to the second floor living and third floor bedrooms. These top level villas capture amazing sea views from both living levels. The
beautiful open concept living, dining and kitchen draws your attention to the sea and outdoor pleasures with a window wrapped layout
that opens seamlessly to the pool terrace. Sit by the infinity edge swimming pool or bask in the refreshing waters while enjoying the
bliss of the marvelous sea panoramas.
The 3 bedrooms on the top level are perfectly prepared for your comfort. From two of the bedrooms, including the ensuite master
bedroom, enjoy a continual display of tropical and water views. Built in wardrobes provide convenience, with a crisp white palette that
gives all credit to the beauty of the island landscape.
This desirable Chaweng location provides the best of the best in terms of amenities, activities and relaxation possibilities. The area is
beautiful, with soft sandy beaches and plenty of seaside dining venues. Shop, wine and dine with local markets and outlets offering
ample restaurants and shopping options alongside vibrant nightlife recreations. Water activities are also abundant from snorkeling to
kayaking and everything in Between
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